Teaching Social Issues in Use of Medicines to Pharmacy Students
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Abstract

Introduction: Pharmacists can help people understand, manage and use their medications appropriately. The subject of social pharmacy is gaining in importance in many countries. In South Asia pharmacy education concentrates on technical drug related aspects. Pokhara University conducts an undergraduate programme in Pharmacy. The students are trained in various aspects of Clinical Pharmacy at the Manipal Teaching Hospital (MTH). Methods: The authors conducted a session on ‘Social issues in use of medicines’ using case scenarios and role-plays. The students were divided into three small groups of 5 or 6 students each. Each group was given three case scenarios and analyzed and presented these using role-plays. The major issues covered were access to medicines/healthcare, aggressive pharmaceutical promotion, misconceptions about disease, brand versus generic medicines, drug regulation, ethical issues in clinical research, etc. The degree of agreement of the participants with a set of 15 statements was noted using a modified Likert-type scale. Free text comments about the session were invited.

Results: A total of 31 students participated. The median (interquartile range) score was 61 (58-64). The maximum possible score was 75. The students enjoyed the session and felt it would be useful in their future career.

Conclusion: The overall student opinion regarding the session was positive. We plan to continue the session in future.
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INTRODUCTION

The profession of pharmacy like many other health professions is undergoing rapid change. Pharmacists have a variety of job options and can serve in hospital or community pharmacies, teaching, research and in managed care.[1] Pharmacists are increasingly involved in patient care. They can help people understand, manage and use their medications appropriately. In the west, pharmacy education integrates the scientific and interpersonal aspects of care into the curriculum so that students can understand psychosocial aspects of medication management.[2] The modern pharmacists consider pharmaceutical care as their focus.[3] With significant growth and development over the past 30 years, the profession of pharmacy has developed a new concept termed pharmaceutical care; the responsible provision of drug therapy for the purpose of achieving definite outcomes that improve the patients’ quality of life. These outcomes are cure of disease, elimination or reduction of symptoms, arresting or slowing of disease progression, or preventing a disease.[3]
Pharmacy education should create caring, ethical professionals and enlightened citizens.[4] There has been a dichotomy between core scientific knowledge and the necessity to prepare students adequately for practice.[4] Two British teachers state that science has to be seamlessly welded to practice underpinning pharmacists actions with scientific knowledge.[5] The subject of social pharmacy is gaining in importance. Currently, all pharmacy schools in the United Kingdom (UK) teach and assess students in social pharmacy.[6] Teachers were of the opinion that social pharmacy brings an additional perspective to the scientific, drug-focused aspects and emphasizes the clinical and practical aspects of the course.[6]

An American pharmaceutical educator had written that pharmacy curricula should train students towards reflective practice, be problem-based, and be positioned in collaborative teams.[7] Educators at the University of North Carolina, United States (US) had used ‘Bad blood’ as a teaching tool in a pharmacy ethics class.[8] The students had a favorable opinion regarding the session. A recent survey had shown that social pharmacy has gained acceptance within the pharmacy establishment.[9] However, a wide range of subjects were taught under the banner of the subject.

In South Asia, the subject of Social pharmacy is still in its infancy. Pharmacy education concentrates on technical drug related aspects. Pharmacists are mainly product oriented than patient oriented.[10] In India, a few schools have initiated the discipline of Pharmacy practice at the postgraduate level.[11] In Nepal, drug related material dominates the undergraduate curriculum and pharmacists are considered as persons for dispensing the drugs and they hardly play a professional patient-oriented role.[12] Pokhara University conducts an undergraduate programme in Pharmacy. The students are trained in various aspects of Clinical Pharmacy at the Manipal Teaching Hospital (MTH). The major issues covered were access to medicines/healthcare, aggressive pharmaceutical promotion, misconceptions about disease, brand versus generic medicines, drug regulation, ethical issues in clinical research, breaking bad news, brand substitution etc. At the end of the session, student feedback was obtained using a questionnaire. Basic demographic details of the participants like gender, place of residence, occupation of parents, socioeconomic status were noted. The degree of agreement of the participants with a set of 15 statements was noted using a modified Likert-type scale. Free text comments about the session were invited.
The scenarios selected deal with the social stigma related to a disease, unethical and aggressive drug promotion and access to medicines and health care. The median total score was calculated for each respondent. Certain statements were negative and their scores reversed while calculating the total score. The median total score was compared among different subgroups of respondents. Mann-Whitney U test was used for dichotomous variables and Kruskal-Wallis test for the others (p<0.05). Permission to carry out the study and conduct educational sessions for the students was obtained from the Dean of the School of Pharmaceutical Sciences.

**RESULTS**

A total of 31 students participated. All of them completed the questionnaire. Eighteen students were female; one did not fill in the gender while the rest were male. Table 1 shows the demographic characteristics of the respondents. Majority of the students were from a city and no student had a pharmacist as a parent. Majority belonged to the middle socioeconomic class. Five students (16.1%) wanted to work as a community pharmacist in future, 4 (12.9%) wanted to work as a clinical or hospital pharmacist. Others wanted to go for further studies or did not specify any branch of pharmacy which they wanted to work in.

The median score was 61 (58-64). The maximum possible score was 75. Table 2 shows the median scores for individual statements. The scores of statements three, five and fifteen were reversed. The statements had median scores of 4 or 5 except statement nine which had a median score of 2.
Table 3 shows the median total scores according to demographic characteristics of respondents. There was no significant difference in the score among different subgroups of respondents.

Coming to the free text statements of the respondents, certain of them are reproduced below. A respondent was of the opinion ‘Today’s session was very interesting as well as informative. I enjoyed the session very much and got to know information about how the pharmacist really works for the community.’ Another student wrote, ‘This sort of interactive session is really effective and practical situation oriented so they will help pharmacists and other health professionals to prepare for their real life situations which they have to face during their upcoming professional life.’ A student wrote ‘We are not much advanced in technology and scientific R & D so other than ‘clinical trial’ case scenarios were relevant. Such group learning is a very effective method of teaching and learning’ ‘I find this session really informative. I was surprised with all the group discussion program, it was really practical one. I am seeing something new in health promotion.’

**DISCUSSION**

The overall opinion of the student participants regarding the session was positive. The students were in favor of similar sessions in the future. The students were not exposed to problem-based, interactive, small group learning before attending the session. This can be regarded as a limitation of the educational system. The department of Pharmacology at MCOMS teaches students to use essential medicine rationally. The pharmacology practical are conducted in small groups using clinical problems and student feedback regarding the sessions was positive.\[14\] Medical students are taught to communicate drug and non-drug information about common diseases to simulated patients and student attitudes towards communication skills training was positive.\[15\] The department has been teaching students to critically evaluate drug promotion by medical representatives using the medium of role plays.\[16\]

The department of Medical Education at MCOMS had conducted a voluntary Medical Humanities module for interested students and faculty members.\[17\] Literature and art excerpts, case scenarios, role plays and debates were used to explore various aspects of the humanities.

Borrowing on the experience of conducting the humanities module, we decided to conduct a session on social issues in use of medicines for the BPharm students. We were pleased to know that despite lack of exposure to social pharmacy, the students felt that humanities and social issues are of importance to pharmacists. Pharmacy education is a blend of pharmaceutical, clinical and social scientific knowledge and each pharmacy school may have to strike its own balance between the various components.\[18\] In Nepal, health services are not easily available in many rural areas and the community pharmacist may have an important role in providing health care to the rural population. A study carried out in Western Nepal had shown that the medical shop is an important source of medicines sought by respondents during health encounters.\[19\] Nepalese pharmacy schools have to draw up a curriculum to teach patient oriented skills to pharmacy students.

A pharmacy school in the United States offers students a service-learning elective to promote improved understanding of civic, cultural and social issues in pharmacy.\[19\] The students were of the opinion that the case scenarios chosen were of relevance to pharmacists. The case scenarios were developed by the authors keeping in mind what we felt were important issues of relevance to pharmacy practice in Nepal. One of the respondents felt that the scenario dealing with clinical trials may not be particularly relevant. However, we feel that Nepal has the potential to become an important center for clinical trials and in their future practice, pharmacists may act as clinical trial coordinators. Problem-based learning (PBL) is characterized by principles of constructive, contextualized, collaborative and self-directed learning.\[20\] The faculty serve as facilitators of the learning process rather than as a source of content.\[21\] The group dynamics during PBL thus plays an important role in the learning. We were pleased to know that the participants were satisfied with the group dynamics and were of the opinion that the facilitators fulfilled their roles effectively. However, this was their first exposure to PBL and they may not have the required expertise for the evaluation.

Also the students were of the opinion that the case scenarios were able to capture the social dimensions of the use of medicines. Case scenarios are an effective tool in health education and were used during the voluntary MH module.\[22\] Simulated role plays can prepare students for their future role as pharmacists. In the west, multifaceted learning and interdisciplinary learning have been used in pharmacy education. In the United States, students learnt pharmacy health care and behavior by assuming diverse roles.\[23\] These roles were of instructors, health educators, presenters, researchers, authors and potential role models. Interdisciplinary learning teams involving pharmacy, medicine, nursing and allied health professionals was found to be successful.\[24\] An article published in 2011
has mentioned that an understanding of socio behavioral aspects of the medicine use process is important for achieving good therapeutic outcomes and it is important that pharmacy students have a good understanding of the social sciences and health psychology.[24] Inter disciplinarily is not common in south Asia or Nepal but can be considered. The study had limitations. Only a single session was conducted on the topic. Social issues in use of medicines are complex and a single session may not be enough to cover various aspects of the topic. Student opinion regarding the session was obtained using a questionnaire. Detailed analysis of the opinion was not obtained. The students had not been exposed to problem based learning in small groups before and this may have influenced their opinions. The number of participants in the session was small.

CONCLUSION

The overall student opinion regarding the session was positive. We plan to continue the session in future. Placing of pharmacy students in community pharmacies similar to the present posting in hospital pharmacy can be considered. We plan to have two sessions on Social issues in use of medicines from the next batch. A greater emphasis on social pharmacy in the undergraduate pharmacy curriculum should be considered.
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